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INTRODUCTION

1.2

The fundamental challenge in bandit problem is the trade
off between exploration and exploitation. To minimize the
regret in a long period, an algorithm has to explore by actually choosing seemingly suboptimal arms so as to gather
more information about them. The exploration obviously
has higher short-term regrets. In recommendation of new
items, the lifecycles of these items are remarkably short.
We try to gather information as plenty as possible in an
exploration process and expect we can get rewards in the
following exploitation, but the gains are tiny and some newer items come in and next exploration should be start. We
must increase the intensity of exploration so as to gather
information quickly, but this will draw more regrets.
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Yukui Zhang

Related work

We are not the first to combine mechanism design and
MAB, the idea is discussed in[15, 7, 5, 6, 11, 12, 1, 2].
We are not the first to study mechanism design in ecommerce and reputation sites either. A line of work [8,
9, 10, 4, 3, 16] study the topic.

2.

Our approach

We present a multi-armed bandits with private histories
(PH-MAB) model that combines mechanism design and multiarm bandit algorithm. In this model each seller called agent
preserves a private history, and reports their histories to the
designer. In each round the mechanism solicits the reports
and the record of pulling arms in previous rounds, outputs
a randomized arm selection rule. Correspondingly, the platform gets a reward from the selected arm and pays agents.
By the well-known revelation principle[13], it is without loss
of generality to consider only truthful mechanisms. This
model can be viewed as a variant of resource allocation setting[14], and the arm selection rule can be considered as an
allocation rule. However, it is different from the traditional
model in mainly two aspects. Firstly the utility of an agent is the expected payment she receives conditioned on her
private history, which not equals the expected value minus
the payment to the designer. Secondly the payment of each
round in our setting is not only decided by the reports, but
also by the rewards that agents and the platform will observe. We define the consistency, a mechanism is consistent
with a MAB algorithm means that the selection rule of arms
in the mechanism is the same as the algorithm. We focus
on designing truthful mechanisms that are consistent with
-greedy algorithm maximizing the revenue. The revenue
equals the sum of rewards minus the sum of payments.
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SETTING

Let there be K arms, [K] = {1, 2, ..., K}. The reward
of arm k, rk is drawn from a probability distribution, with
density function , f (x, θk ), where θk is a deterministic unknown parameter. The prior distributions of all parameters
are i.i.d, and denoted by D. We assume that rk is drawn
from a Bernoulli distribution B(1, θk ), and D is a Beta distribution, Beta(1, 1).
Let Hk = {rk,t } denote the history of agent k(rk,t means
0
the reward of arm k of t−th pulling in the first stage), Hk
0
denote the reported history of agent k and H−k denote the
reported histories of agents except from agent k. Also, H =
0
0
0
(H1 , ..., HK ) and H = (H1 , ..., HK ).
Definition 1. A multi-armed bandits with private histories (PH-MAB) mechanism f is a process of T rounds:
• Before round 1, each agent k reports their private pulling
0
history of his own arm to the designer, i.e, Hk .
• At each round t(1 ≤ t ≤ T ), the mechanism f solic0
its the reports H , and the records of the pulling arm
and the rewards in previous rounds, denoted by Rt−1 ,
outputs a randomized rule selecting the arm with prob0
ability distribution f (t, H , Rt−1 ).
After receiving the reward of the arm rt (at ), each agent
k receives the payment from the mechanism
0

p(k, t, H , Rt−1 , rt (at )).
The utility of each agent k with a PH-MAB mechanism f
0
and a report H is the expectation of the sum of payments
the agent gets , conditioned on the history of agent k.
Our aim is to design a PH-MAB mechanism that is individual rational, truthful-in-expectation and consistent with
−greedy algorithm(Using the same randomized rule), in order to maximize the revenue and minimize the regret.
The revenue of a PH-MAB mechanism f , given the truthfully reports H, is the difference between the expected sum
of rewards and the expected payments to agents, denoted by

Rev(f, H). The regret is the difference between the maximum expectation of the sum of rewards of optimal algorithms and the expected sum of rewards of this mechanism,
denoted by Reg(f, H).

1. -greedy with  = 0.02 (Ignore the private information,
the agents(sellers) are not involved in the mechanism,
do exploration from the virgin paper)
2. -greedy with  = 0.01

3.

RESULTS

3. Mechanism 1( = 0.02)

Given a history of agent i, Hi , the posterior distribution
of θi is p(θi |Hi ). Then we can calculate the expected reward
for arm i conditioned on the history Hi , denoted by R(Hi ).
Similarly, Let R(H−i ) denote the maximum of the expected reward of other arms conditioned on their own history
except i, i.e, R(H−i ) = M axj6=i R(Hj ).
Let Rk,t = {rt0 |at0 = k, t0 < t} denote the record of arm
k before round t, and the total histories before round t is
0
all
Hk,t
= {Hk , Rk,t }. We get a class of truthful mechanims.

4. Mechanism 1( = 0.01)

Mechanism 1. We first generate a random variable I
drawn from a Bernoulli Distribution B(1, ). Arm selection:

randomly − selection I = 1
at =
(1)
all
argmaxk (R(Hk,t
))
I=0
all
)),
Payments: Let i = argmaxk (R(Hk,t

 λ 4 rt
0
all
)
λ1 rt − λ2 R(H−i,t
p(k, t, H , f, Rt−1 ) =

all
λ3 R(Hi,t )

Figure 1: Accumulative regret

I=1
k = i&I = 0
k 6= i&I = 0
(2)
λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 are nonnegative parameters, λ1 = λ2 + λ3 .
0

We combine the reports of agents Hk (Private History) and
the record Rk,t (Common History) as the whole history.
theorem 1. Mechanism 1 is truthful when the size of
each seller’s private history and the size of reported history of each seller are the same.

4.

EXPERIMENTS

Taobao App is one of the most popular online shopping
sites around the world. There is a scenario named Daily
New Goods in Taobao App’s homepage to exhibit and sale
these items. In this scenario, we have a limited opportunity
to show these items everyday, and what we concern is the
total transactions. So we try to find the best or similar
items with the highest conversion rate, and to give them
more opportunity to be exhibited. The platform generally
uses a MAB algorithm on different human groups to deliver
different items. In this section, we simplify the problem as a
pure MAB algorithm on single human group. We regard the
seller of every item is an agent, also we suppose that every
seller has only one item. We use the data in this scenario to
implement the following experiments.
To estimate the performance, we focus on two objectives.
The first one is regret, an index of the loss of social welfare including platform and all the sellers. The other is the
revenue of platform. We assume the probability of an item
being conversed is µk ∈ (0, 1), which is deterministic, but
unknown. Hence the reward of selecting this arm is under a
Bernoulli distribution rk ∼ B(1, µk ). We select 10 popular
items from the Daily New Goods scenario. Their frequency of exposures in one day are over 10 thousands. Because
the parameters of items are unknown, we use the posterito be µk . We assume the first
ori estimation ]transaction
]exposure
50 exposures are private information of the sellers. In our
implementation, there are four mechanisms to be compared:

Figure 2: Accumulative platform’s revenue
The parameters are set as λ1 = 0.01, λ2 = 0.008, λ3 =
0.002, λ4 = 0. We plot the accumulative regrets in every
round in Fig. 1. We can conclude that the regret of Mechanism 1 is about one third of -greedy. In the comparison
of different , we can see that larger  will make the exploration process quicker so as to get less regret in short term,
however in the other hand, larger  lead into more regret
in long term. In Mechanism 1, the short term gap between
larger and smaller  is greatly reduced. So we can choose
smaller  to earn the benefit in long term. Furthermore,
we are also interested in the platform’s revenue.We test the
expected revenus of Mechanism 1, i.e, EH Rev(f, H). From
Fig. 2, we can see that the revenue of platform exceeds greedy significantly. In the end of 1000 rounds, the revenue
of Mechanism 1 is 76.32(red line), which is 22.6% greater
than that of -greedy(green line, 62.25).
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